Roof Restoration

Coating Restoration
for Metal Roofs

Sustainable. Seamless. Solutions.

Benefits of a
Coating Restoration
Over time, environmental conditions will
cause any roof to degrade – and roofs that aren’t
maintained can begin to deteriorate and leak. Restoration
systems can turn a worn metal roof into a high-performance, watertight
system. First, the existing roof must be in a restorable condition. A survey is necessary
to ensure that a coating restoration can improve the roof’s performance and extend its life.
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Superior Leak Protection

• E asily maintained and can be sustained
if re-coated in 15-20 years

• Seals to create watertight roof covering
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membrane which can yield up to 35%
energy savings

Seamless Liquid Applied Roofing System

• C
 oating becomes seamless, monolithic
weatherproofing membrane over
entire surface
• Non-intrusive application
• C
 an be installed quickly and easily
without disrupting occupants

Extends Roof’s Life

Cost-Effective

• A ddresses rust, prevents future
corrosion and leaks

• More

cost-effective than re-roofing or
roof replacement

• Lightweight system

• Reduces labor and material costs

• Creates an aesthetically pleasing roof

• R
 estoration may be expensed, while
roof replacement must be capitalized

• W
 Energy
arranties
with 5-, 10-, 15-, and
Efficient
20-year terms

• E liminates high maintenance costs,
frequent patching, and repairs

Roof Coating
Restoration

What to Look For

Choose a coating system based on the following:
•

Weathering resistance

•

Proven performance

•

Environment

•

Roof use

•

Projected lifespan of roof

•

Aesthetics
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Substrate

Inspect roof
condition

Any visual cracking
or blisters

Signs of water
intrusion

Adequate
drainage

4

Ponding water

“Coatings for a metal roof
benefit the building owner
because it eliminates the
complete tear-off, fills
in any tiny crevices that
could allow water into the
building, and it reduces
energy costs. It’s a costeffective solution to any
metal roof owner looking
to extend their roof’s life.”
– West Roofing Systems

For more information on how CRFC products can restore
your metal roof, please visit www.carlislerfc.com.
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